We present an easy to use and flexible grid library for developing highly scalable parallel simulations. The distributed cartesian cell-refinable grid (dccrg) supports adaptive mesh refinement and allows an arbitrary C++ class to be used as cell data. The amount of data in grid cells can vary both in space and time allowing dccrg to be used in very different types of simulations, for example in fluid and particle codes. Dccrg transfers the data between neighboring cells on different processes transparently and asynchronously allowing one to overlap computation and communication. This enables excellent scalability at least up to 32 k cores in magnetohydrodynamic tests depending on the problem and hardware. In the version of dccrg presented here part of the mesh metadata is replicated between MPI processes reducing the scalability of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to between 200 and 600 processes. Dccrg is free software that anyone can use, study and modify and is available at https://gitorious.org/dccrg. Users are also kindly requested to cite this work when publishing results obtained with dccrg. and tests provided with the package take less than about one minute using default options.
conclusions in Section 5. = ... = n x n y n z , where n x , n y and n z are the grid size at indices (2, 0, 0). Similarly to [24] there is a one-to-one mapping between cell 178 ids and cell indices plus refinement levels, e.g. in addition to its id a cell can be 179 uniquely identified by its indices and refinement level.
180
In the current implementation of dccrg a cell is refined by creating all of its 181 children; in the example grid of Figure 2 refining cell #1 would create cells #2...#9.
182
In principle this is not required and more complex grid structures are possible in 183 which, for example, the grid in Figure 2 would consist of cells #1 and #3 alone.
184
Such an approach has been found useful by [14] . Complete refinement of cells in our case was a practical decision based on our current simulation needs and it also 186 simplifies the neighbor searching code and enables optimizations described in the 187 next section. 
Neighbor searching 189
In dccrg all cells existing within a certain minimum distance from local cells solve the flux between cells (#4, #2) and (#1, #5) in Figure 3 . This is due to the fact that the face average value of the smaller cell must be used in both cases and
222
it is only available if every face of every cell stores the face average field.
223
Currently dccrg enforces a maximum refinement level difference of 1 between 224 neighboring cells. Hence it is sufficient to search for cells of three refinement 225 levels l − 1...l + 1 when finding the neighbors of a cell of refinement level l. In 226 principle the enforcement of maximum refinement level difference is not required.
227
For example in Figure 3 cell #4 (refinement level 1) has cell #155 (refinement level cell. An example of this is presented in Section 3.1.4.
296
Completely arbitrary cell data can also be transferred between processes if the 297 cell data class provides a serialize function which the MPI bindings of boost li-298 brary will use for transferring cell data between processes 3 . Although this method 299 of transferring data between processes the most general it is also the slowest since 300 data is first copied into a contiguous buffer by serialization and subsequently trans-301 ferred by MPI resulting in at least one additional copy the data being created com-302 pared to pure a MPI transfer. This is also the case in the SAMRAI framework [25] 303 which supports transferring arbitrary patch data using the same technique. ring the necessary cell data between processes using MPI.
407
The structure of the grid in dccrg includes the owner of a cell in addition to the 408 unique id of the cell (id is the key and owner is the value in a hash table cells whenever a cell is refined the refinement level of all neighbors is checked.
418
If the refinement level of any neighbor is less than that of the cell being refined 419 that neighbor is also refined. This is continued recursively until no more cells unrefined.
429
In a parallel setting the only difference to the above is that whenever a process 
Scalability results

466
The time stepping scalability of dccrg (e.g. without AMR or load balancing) 467 depends mostly on the hardware running the simulation and on three parameters 
474
The non-AMR scalability tests were carried out on three different supercom- [28] and further elaborated on by [29] , and the three-dimensional blast wave pre- other parts of the simulation take an insignificant fraction of the total run time.
531
The non-AMR scalability tests were also carried out in Jugene and Curie and 
Scalability of blast wave test with AMR
562
Here we present the scalability of dccrg with AMR in the three-dimensional blast wave test used in Section 4.1. In this test a procedure similar to the one in GUMICS-4 (eq. 2 in [1] ) is used to decide whether to refine or unrefine a cell: A refinement index is calculated for each cell based on the relative difference of several variables between a cell and its face neighbors. Here the calculation of refinement index α additionally includes velocity shear relative to the maximum wave velocity from the cells' interface. The full equation for the refinement index α is: close to 1/3 with up to 288 processes after which both fractions start to decrease.
598
We define these as the regions of excellent AMR scalability. On the other hand 599 in all of the AMR runs the total solution speed increases up to about 500 to 600 600 processes after which it starts to decrease. We define this as the region where with the ability of easily overlapping computation with communication.
639
Currently the largest drawback of dccrg is the fact that the entire structure of and Pomoell, J. for insightful discussions. 
